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78##SL! 8##"J! ()3C(4)2! 0%??1/%0! 10%2! )>4)(>! 5%4-! 41(41(%0! 10%2! 4C! M)!
463%01G! CN! &(13)L! 3-GC(%2R%?! 4C! M)! 463%01G! CN! 133G)! 1?2!/6(%0)4%?! 4C! M)!
C?G6!NC'?2!%?!3)10-+!T-)!H1(%)46!CN!0C/3C'?2>!4-14!%>!0-1(104)(%>4%0!NC(!









12.0! 3,45,6-/0! 3*789,:;! .0! 3,45,08/! <;! 08+8:*)! 06<=3)*0080! *4,-9!




















$%! &'(! )*+,-(! .-(! -(/0-&(1! .230! 304(! 05! &'(! 6%07%! 5,%8&*0%3! 05! &'(!
804/0,%13!*%!(.8'!3,9:82.33;!
<0! &'(! 52.=0%0*13! 9(20%+! &'(! 403&! %,4(-0,3! +-0,/! 05! /'(%02*8!
804/0,%13!8'.-.8&(-*>(1!9?!.!3&-,8&,-(!05!5*5&((%!8.-90%3!*%!7'*8'!&70!
.-04.&*8! -*%+3! .-(! 80%%(8&(1! 9?! .! &'-((:8.-90%! 9-*1+(! @A.-90-%(B!
#CC"D;!E03&2?!&'(?!.-(!/-(3(%&!*%!&'(!(/*1(-4*3!05!2(.=(3!.%1!*%!&'(!36*%!
05! 5-,*&3! .%1! &'(*-! 80%8(%&-.&*0%! *3! -(2.&(1! &0! &'(! 3&-(33:2(=(2! /2.%&3!
,%1(-+0! *%! &(-43! 05! FG! /-0&(8&*0%B! 2*+'&! (H/03,-(B! 8021! .%1! 1-0,+'&!
&02(-.%8(B! 1(5*8*(%8?! 05! %,&-*(%&3B! 4*8-09*.2! *%&(-.8&*0%3B! %*&-0+(%!
5*H.&*0%! .%1! 1*3(.3(! -(3*3&.%8(! .+.*%3&! /.&'0+(%3! @I0(3! (&! .2;B! #CCJK!
L*(-/0*%&B!MNNNK!O07%(?!(&!.2;B!MNNPD;!
<'(-(! .-(! .230! 0&'(-! +-0,/3! 05! 52.=0%0*13! &'.&! .-(! 1*55(-(%&2?! 4*%0-!





9(8.,3(! 05! &'(*-! 1*3&-*9,&*0%! .%1! 3&-,8&,-.2! =.-*.&*0%;! $%! 5.8&B! &'(?! .-(!
1*3/(-3(1!&'-0,+'0,&!&'(!/2.%&!6*%+104!7*&'!&'(!(H8(/&*0%!05!5,%+*!.%1!






































*6%/! )*! %)'0%/3$! )$4! 073%)'0%/3$.! )*!20,,! )*! &,39&:0(3%! )$4! 7&,1:0(3%!
7(&)$'/&%3)$343$*!?),*&!%),,04!%&$40$*04!')$$3$*@!50,&$9!?<396(0!A@;!
#$! %&$'()*'! '&! &'/0(! +,)-&$&34*! %,)**0*.! +,)-)$="=&,*! )(0! $&$! 7,)$)(!
:&,0%6,0*;! B:&$9! '/0:.! 2/3,0! ?C@=%)'/0%/3$! )$4! ?=@=073%)'/0%/3$! )(0!

























612&532(0! 8&.7%9! 0(+7.+7! -016! :;;! 91! ";;;! <=(>! $%&! 6(.+!
5%(0(59&0./9.5! 1-! 9(++.+/! ./! 9%&.0! (*.2.9'! .+! 40&5.4.9(9.+7! 4019&.+/!
?@(/2(6A!BCDCEA!&/4&5.(22'!-10!%36(+!/(2.)(0'!4019&.+/>!$%./!4&532.(0.9'!
,&9&06.+&/! 9%&! F3(2.9'! 1-! (/90.+7&+5'! 9%(9! ./! &//&+9.(2! -10! 981! 6(.+!
0&(/1+/>! G+! 1+&! /.,&! 9%&0&! ./! 9%&! 012&! 9(++.+/! &H&09! 4019&59.+7! 42(+9/!
-016! 4(9%17&+/! ?I5(2*&09A! BCCBEA! 1+! 9%&! 19%&0! /.,&! 9(++.+/A! (+,! /1!
(/90.+7&+5'A! 0&40&/&+9! (! *(00.&0! -10! %&0*.)10'! ?J&&+'A! BCK;E>! $(++.+/!
(0&! ,.).,&,! .+! 981! 70134/! ,&-.+&,! (/! %',012'/(*2&! 9(++.+/! (+,!
51+,&+/&,!9(++.+/!9%(9!(0&!(2/1!5(22&,!401L(+9%15'(+.,.+/>!$%&/&!2(99&0!
516413+,/A!9%&!+(6&!1-!8%.5%!./!,.0&592'!,&0.)&,!-016!(+9%15'(+.,.+/A!
(0&! %.7%2'! 51661+! .+! %36(+! ,.&9>! M+! -(59A! 8%&+! &H41/&,! 91! %.7%!
9&64&0(930&/!10!91!(5.,!6&,.(!9%&'!9&+,!91!401,35&!(+9%15'(+.,.+/A!/1!
9%(9A!.+!(,,.9.1+!91!9%&.0!%.7%!612&532(0!8&.7%9A!9(++.+/!9%(9!(0&!-13+,!.+!




O+9%15'(+.+/! (+,! (+9%15'(+.,.+/! (0&! (! 4(09.532(02'! ,.)&0/&! 70134! 1-!
516413+,/!8.,&2'!,./90.*39&,!(61+7!-03.9!(+,!-218&0!9.//3&/!1-!8%.5%!




O61+7! (+9%15'(+.,.+/! 51+90.*39.+7! 91! -03.9! 4.76&+9(9.1+A! 5'(+.,.+! ./!













D/4-%8+1/.)./! ;=! ;C! GH!
I+1/.)./! J! J! CK=!
L(&,-./.)./! MJ! MJ! "A"!
N(%/.)./! MIJ"! J! "A=!
N(&123%/.)./! J! J! CK=!
N(45/.)./! MIJ"! MJ! "=K!
G1&7.)./! MIJ"! MIJ"! ""=!
!
E%6(!(O16,&(9P!'-.&(!9%6(!$25.49!)%!/%4!8%/41./!8+1/.)./0!9%6(!%4-(290!
958-! 19! ,(18-(9! %2! ,(1290! -17(! 8+1/.)./! .49(&$! 19! 4-(! ,2()%6./1/4!








$%&'&()(*+,! -*.&/+*! )0! 12*34! .2*53.&%! +14/.1/4*,! &4*! 4*6)41*7! 1)! -*!
2382%9! 4*&.13'*! /(7*48)3(8! 64).*++*+! +/.2! &+! 2974):9%&13)(,!


















84&6*04/31! 6**%! ?6,&'*4# 72'2),4,A! &(7! (*)*+6*4373(,! 0)/(7! 3(! 12*! -311*4!
)4&(8*!?6,&'*4#2*'2%&,*8A,!12&1!&4*!-)12!4*+6)(+3-%*!0)4!12*!-311*4!1&+1*!
)0! 12*! 5*(13)(*7! 04/31+<! D1! 3+! ./43)/+! 1)! ()1*! 12&1,! 7*6*(73(8! )(! 12*!
64*7)53(&(1!0%&'&()(*!64*+*(1,!31!3+!6)++3-%*!1)!.%&++309!.314/+!04/31+E!3(!




























6)((&/)++3+%D! E)((31! )135! )(%&! 3%! /9,! %2:2+3/A! 83/9! &'! ,(()63/)++3+%!
/&6,/9,-! 83/9! 9,0)945-&045379,+&4(D! $+! G362-,! H"! /9,! %/-21/2-,! &'! )!
%3.7(,!6)((&/)++3+!)%!8,((!)%!)!53.,-31!,(()63/)++3+!)-,!-,7&-/,5D!
?,7,+53+6! &+! /9,3-! 7-&.7/+,%%! /&! :,! :-&I,+! -,(,)%3+6! 6)((31! )135!
)+5N&-! ,(()631! )135A! 6)((&/)++3+%! )+5! ,(()63/)++3+%! )-,! 1)((,5!


































:0-;! -;)/)! -266%6/! .52//)/! 2()! .242<5)! 01! <%67%6&! -0! 267! 4().%4%-2-%6&!
-;)! .0552&)6! 4(0-)%6/! %6! 26%325! ;%7)/=! .;26&%6&! -;)! ;%7)! %6-0! 5)2-;)(+!
>0()0?)(=! -266%6/! .26!<%67! -0! /25%?2(@!4(0-)%6/!4(07'.%6&!2/-(%6&)6.@!








$%&'()%*+,,-.-/012! ('! *+,,-.+*! -*+&12! -'0! /30! 4'(&5*/1! (6! /30!
430,%74'(4-,(+&! 4-/38-%! -,&2! 6('! /3+1! '0-1(,2! /30%! -'0! -71(! *-770&!







































B.2)(! .286! >2)604%/3C! .2)! ?03.! 3.'9%)9! 5%08/.%:)! /0?>0'693! 8()!
/8(0.)60%93! DE%'C!<##"F,!G8(0.)60%93! 8()! .2)!?03.!H%9)3>()89!/4833!01!
68.'(84! 18.7304'54)! >%&?)6.3! %6! H2%/2! ?0()! .286! +##! 9%11)()6.!
/0?>0'693! 28:)! 5))6! %9)6.%1%)9,! I2)A! 8()!?03.4A! ()3>063%54)! 10(! .2)!
9%:)(3%.A!01!/040(3!10'69!%6!:)&).854)3!869!1('%.3C!(86&%6&!1(0?!A)440H!.0!
0(86&)! 869! ()9! 9)>)69%6&! 06! .2)%(! /06/)6.(8.%06! %6! .2)! /0??09%.A!
/063%9)()9!DJ()/2.!).!84,C!<##"F,!G8(0.)60%93!>(%6/%>844A!0//'(!%6!>486.3C!
84&8)!869!>20.03A6.2).%/!58/.)(%8C!H%.2!8!/(%.%/84!(04)!%6!>20.03A6.2)3%3!
869! >20.0>(0.)/.%06C! 5)/8'3)! 01! .2)%(! 85%4%.A! %6! K')6/2%6&! 869!
%68/.%:8.%6&! LB-! 10(?)9! 1(0?! 4%&2.! 869! 8%(! )@>03'(),! G8(0.)60%93!
()8/.%:%.A!%3!9)>)69)6.!06!/06M'&8.)9!90'54)!50693!/28%6!4)6&.2,!N6!18/.C!
.2)!?8%6! 1)8.'()! 01! .2)3)! /0?>0'693! %3! .2)! 406&! 3)(%)3! 01! /06M'&8.)9!
90'54)! 50693! 10(?%6&! .2)! /)6.(84! >8(.! 01! .2)! ?04)/'4)! D$%&'()! *OFC!















;4()4<)(=!>)/0'2)!45! 3-)%(! %6/090>%1%3?! %6! 3-)!2?63-)2%2!45!/0(43)64%72=!
.0..012! %6/4(94(03)! 3-).! 5(4.! 3-)! 7%)3! 24! 3-03=! 46/)! %6&)23)7=! 3-)?!
/06! 2-4@! %.94(3063! >%414&%/01! 063%4A%7063! 0/3%462! 2'/-! 02! 2/0<)6&)(2!





02! 0! D)?! .0(D)(! .41)/'1)! 54(! 3-)! 7)3)(.%603%46! 45! 3-)! )A3)63! 45!
4A%703%46! %6! 5()2-B/'3! <)&)30>1)2! 067! 5('%32! 8J0(3-! )3! 01+=! #KKL:+! M3! %2! 0!
@03)(B241'>1)! /4.94'67! )02%1?! 7)23(4?)7! 7'(%6&! .%6%.01! 9(4/)22%6&!
49)(03%462! @-42)! 1)<)1! 643! 01@0?2! ()5)(2! 34! 0/3'01! <%30.%6! ,! /463)63!
8N))!067!O07)(=!GHHH:+!I2/4(>%/!0/%7!-02!0!603'(01!4//'(()6/)!%6!.06?!
5('%32=! 90(3%/'10(1?! %6! 34.034)2! 067! /%3('2! 5('%32+! M3! -02! 0! 5'670.)6301!
(41)! %6! 9()2)(<%6&! 1%<%6&! 4(&06%2.C2! -)013-! 02! 063%4A%7063! /4.94'67!
2%6/)! %3! 9(43)/32! 3-)! >47?! 0&0%623! 4A%703%<)! 23()22)2! 8P/-4(0-! )3! 01+=!
#KKQ:+!J)%6&!0!.%17!()7'/%6&!0&)63=!3-)!<%30.%6!,!)02%1?!7)&(0703)2!643!
461?! '946! -)03! 3()03.)632! >'3!.4()4<)(! '946! )A942'()! 34! 0%(=! .)301!
%462=!1%&-3!067!3).9)(03'()+!R-)()!0()!3@4!9422%>1)!4A%703%46!9(4/)22)2!
4//'((%6&S!0!46)!)1)/3(46!34!0!(07%/01!2303)!9(4/)22!4(!0!74'>1?!4A%703%46!
34! 3-)! 230>1)! 54(.! /011)7! 7)-?7(402/4(>%/! 0/%7=! 3-(4'&-!




$%&'()$*+! $(+! (+,$*-.+,/! 01(+$&*-.+2! $13! 3'! 1'*! &$0%+! &+,,0,$(! 3$4$5+6!
7'8+.+(2!)+-15!$!5''3!+,+&*('1!3'1'(2!+9&+%%!':!$%&'()$*+!-1!:(++!4+*$,!
-'1%! ;(+%+1&+! &$1! ;('4'*+2! )0*! $,%'! -1-*-$*+2! :(++! ($3-&$,! (+$&*-'1%2!
4$<-15! .-*$4-1! =! $! ;'*+1*-$,,/! 3$15+('0%! ;('>'9-3$*-.+! &'4;'013! -1!
&+(*$-1! 4+*$)',-&! &'1*+9*%6! ?@-%! '(5$1-&! &'4;'0132! 4$3+! ':! &$()'12!















$%%04-15! -*! 8-*@! *@+! 3-+*! IJ''34$1! +*! $,62! BKKCL! $13! .-*$4-1! =!
3+:-&-+1&/!-%!*@+!4$-1!&$0%+!':!*@+!%&0(./!3-%+$%+!-1!@04$1%!IM0(&-$!+*!
$,62! #NNNL6! A('4! $! &@+4-&$,! ;'-1*! ':! .-+82! $%&'()-&! $&-3! -%! $! (-15!
&'1*$-1-15! 4$1/! '9/5+1! :01&*-'1$,! 5('0;%! $13! -*! -%! 3+(-.+3! :('4!
5,0&'%+6! ?@-%! -%! *@+! (+$%'1! 8@/!4$1/! $1-4$,%! $(+! $),+! *'! ;('30&+! -*6!
7'8+.+(! @04$1%! (+H0-(+! $%%04-15! *@-%! .-*$4-1! $%! $! 3-+*$(/!
4-&('10*(-+1*! -1! *@+-(! 10*(-*-'1! IG$&@$;+,,+! $13! O('0-12! #NBBL6! ?@+!
4',+&0,+!+9-%*%!-1!+H0-,-)(-04!8-*@!*8'!<+*'1+!*$0*'4+(%!8@-&@!$(+!,+%%!












$%&'(! )*+,-! ./-0(&*,01! +1+/223! .&'1+%045! 6,7,)*+,-5! 1-*/780**,015! 1&)-!
)*+,-1! /'4! .,-*+1! )*+,-1! /*0! 6'&7'! )&*! -90,*! 9,(9! :,-/%,'! ;! .&'-0'-5!
40*,:04! )*&%! 8&-9! /1.&*8,.! /'4! 40934*&/1.&*8,.! /.,41<! ='! .&'-*/1-5!
)*+,-1!1+.9!/1!/>>2015!>0/*15!(*/>015!8/'/'/!/'4!>0/.901!9/:0!:0*3!2&7!






;92&*&>9322! ,1!/'!+8,@+,-,&+1!(*00'!>,(%0'-! )&+'4! ,'!/2%&1-!/22!>2/'-15!
/2(/0! /'4! .3/'&8/.-0*,/<!K&*0! >*0.,10235! .92&*&>9322! ,1! -90! .&%>&+'4!
*01>&'1,820! )&*! -90! -3>,./223! (*00'! .&2&+*! &)! >2/'-1! /1! ,-! ,1! >&11,820! -&!
+'40*1-/'4!)*&%!-90!L*006!7&*41!+12('(5!MN(*00'N!M!/'4!31422(%!M!N20/)N!
O! )*&%!79,.9! ,-1!'/%0!40*,:01<!P9,1! 0A-*0%023! ,%>&*-/'-!8,&%&20.+205!
.*,-,./2!,'!>9&-&13'-901,15!/22&71!>2/'-1!-&!&8-/,'!0'0*(3!)*&%!2,(9-<!!
;90%,./2235! .92&*&>9322! ,1! /! .92&*,'! >,(%0'-5! 1-*+.-+*/223! 1,%,2/*! -&!
&-90*! >&*>93*,'! >,(%0'-15! 1+.9! /1! 90%0<! ;0'-*/223! -90! .92&*,'! *,'(!
.&'-/,'1! /!%/('01,+%! ,&'<! Q0>0'4,'(! &'! -90! '+%80*! /'4! -3>&2&(3! &)!
-90! 1,40! .9/,'1! M! +1+/223! ,'.2+4,'(! /! 2&'(! >93-&2! .9/,'! M! 8&+'4! -&! -90!
.92&*,'!*,'(!4,))0*0'-!.92&*&)322!)&*%1!./'!80!4,))0*0'-,/-04<!!
$%&'(! -90! )07! )&*%1! '/-+*/223! -90! %&1-! 7,4023! 4,1-*,8+-04! &'0! ,'!
-0**01-*,/2!>2/'-1!,1!.92&*&>9322!6!BR,(+*0!DEJ<!
S&%0! >*02,%,'/*3! 0:,40'.0! 1+((01-1! -9/-! .92&*&>9322!%,(9-! 9/:0! /'-,M














) +5+ !#'(617.&-!3'/8&.-69 !3/6-71:';(6-! 0:.-/'6! $<3:.-!
/=!>&:2$-4!
?1$6!/;(';$(@!/=!32:=-!314-/.1(<$.:26!61/@6!-1('(!$6!:!1&%(!;:'$(-4!/0!
6(./=8:'4! <(-:A/2$-(6! 64=-1(6$B(8! A4! -1(! 32:=-6C! -1:-! :'(! 8$'(.-24!




?1(6(! 6-'(66(6! %(=(':224! (O('-! /=! 32:=-6! 6(;(':2! A$/.1(<$.:2C!
3146$/2/%$.:2!:=8!<(-:A/2$.!.1:=%(6!DP$/=%!:=8!Q1&C!FGGFM!'(6&2-$=%!$=!
/O$8:-$;(! 6-'(66! :=8C! </'(/;('C! $=! -1(! 8(32(-$/=! /'! :..&<&2:-$/=! /0!
6(./=8:'4! <(-:A/2$-(6! DL:6-(22:'$=! (-! :2+C! FGGJH! R(4(6! :=8! L$6=('/67
Q(;:22/6C!FGGJH!K$=:!:=8!L1:;(6C!FGGJH!L:3:=/%2&!(-!:2+C!FGGSH!,1:0$!(-!
:2+C! FGG*M+! T-1('! -1:=! -1(! 6-'(66(6! '(2:-(8! @$-1! 32:=-! %'/@-1! :=8!










$%! D-1.$(1-1! +(! &/+,/! 5/-D-! +1! 601$! 5/-! 5D6(1,D+.5+$(60! 6,5+@65+$(! $%!
&$'()*D-1.$(1+@-!>-(-1!2?$+@$(-(!6()!G-H008!9::9B7!?/-!6,5+@65+$(!$%!
5/-1-! >-(-1! ($5! $(04! /6..-(1! +(! 5/-! 1+5-! $%! +(F'D4! I'5! 5/-D-! +1! 601$! 6!
1+>(60! E+>D65+$(! +(5$! 6)F6,-(5! ($(*&$'()-)! 5+11'-! &+5/! 5/-! >-(-1!
-J.D-11+$(!5/65!1415-E+,6004!)-@-0$.1!+(!5/-!'(15D-11-)!.6D51!$%!5/-!%D'+5!
2?$+@$(-(! 6()! G-! H008! 9::9<! K/$+! -5! 6078! 9::#<! L6E+M6(D68! 9::#B7! ?/-!
6,5+@65+$(! 0-6)! 5$! 5/-! 5D6(1,D+.5+$(!$%! 1-@-D60! -(N4E-1! +(@$0@-)! +(! 5/-!
./-(40.D$.6($+)! 6()O$D! %06@$($+)! .65/&641! 5/'1! )-5-DE+(+(>! 6(!
+(,D-61-! +(!6(5+$J+)6(5! ,$E.$'()1! 14(5/-1+1! 2K+1(-D$1*P-@600$18!9::Q<!
R/!-5!6078!9::SB7!!
T-(-D6004! 1.-6M+(>8! 61! 6! ,$(1-U'-(,-! $%! %$$)! .D$,-11+(>8! 5/-! $@-D600!
+(5D+(1+,! 6(5+$J+)6(5! 6,5+@+54! $%! %D'+51! 5-()1! 5$! ,/6(>-! I-,6'1-! $%!
)+%%-D-(5! -@-(51! 5/65! ,6(! 56M-! .06,-! ,$(1-,'5+@-04! $D! 1+E'056(-$'1047!
V/-D-61! +(!@-D4! %-&!,61-1! 0+550-!$D!($! ,/6(>-1!/6@-!I--(! D-.$D5-)!$(!
I$5/! ,$(5-(5! 6()! 6,5+@+54! $%! (65'D6004! $,,'DD+(>! 6(5+$J+)6(518! +(! 5/-!
E6F$D+54! $%! 5+E-18! %$$)! .D$,-11+(>8! -@-(! +%! E+(+E608! +1! >-(-D6004!
D-1.$(1+I0-! %$D! ,$(1+15-(5! 0$11-17! ?/+1! 1--E1! 5$! I-! )-.-()-(5! $(! 5/-!
+(156I+0+54! $%! E$15! $%! 5/-! ,$E.$'()1! I'5! +5! +1! 601$! .D$I6I04! )'-! 5$! 6!
D6.+)!-(N4E65+,!)-.0-5+$(!$%! 1-@-D60!(65'D60!6(5+$J+)6(51! 2W+,$0+!-5!6078!
XSSSB7! Y(! ,$(5D6158! 6(! +E.D$@-E-(5! $%! 5/-! 6(5+$J+)6(5! .D$.-D5+-1! $%!
.$04./-($01!,6(! %D-U'-(504!$,,'D!61!6!,$(1-U'-(,-!$%!,/6(>-1! +(! 5/-+D!
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%&'&()*+&,-! ).! /0)1,2,3! 24! 4533&4-&%! 6,%! -7&0&! 764! /&&,! 6,! 8$"!
644)926-2),! ).! :;<! 12-7! /0)1,2,3 (=0264! &-! 6(>?! $##@A>! B7&0&.)0&! -7&! 8$$!
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7,-! 829(:/! +;(3-;0! <./# '001%# '# 2'3# 4%%0&# +*%# 25)+5(# '6'3"<! 1/! 3-;*! 5&=!
-88->413-! 1.! -?+)21.1.@! 2++)-! 8;:14! +(A-;! :+(.! ,:92.! ,-2)4,! 2.B!A-))! 5&C!
0-1.@%! D++)-/! ,23-! 0--.! A1B-)*! ;-+(;4-B! 8(;! 4,-1;! -88->4/! 1.! 4,-! 5$#!
;-B:>41(.!(8!/-3-;2)!B1/-2/-/!/:>,!2/!>()(.!>2.>-;E!+;(/424-!>2.>-;!2.B! 5$"!
):.@! >2.>-;%!7,1/! >2.>-;!+;(4->413-! 2>41314*! /--9/! 4(!0-!921.)*!B:-! 4(! 5$&!
+,-.()1>! >(9+(:.B/! +;-/-.>-! 2.B! 4(! 4,-! /4;(.@! 2.41(?1B2.4! 2>41314*! 5$$!
4,-*!-?-;4%!F(;-(3-;E!2++)-/!92*!2)/(!,-)+!1.!,-2;4!B1/-2/-!+;-3-.41(.! 5$G!
2.B!>,()-/4-;()!>(.4;()%!! 5$5!
7,-! @;-24! 1.4-;-/4! 4,24! 1/! 2;(:.B! +,-.()1>! >(9+(:.B/! 1/! B:-! 4(! 5$H!
>(.41.:(:/)*! @;(A1.@! -31B-.>-! (8! 4,-! 0-.-81>12)! -88->4! 4,-*! -?-;4! (.! 5$6!
,:92.!,-2)4,!IJKD;>,131(!-4!2)%E!&#"#L%!M4!,2/!0--.!4,(:@,4!8(;!)(.@!4,24! 5$=!
4,-!921.!;()-!(8!+,-.()1>/!A2/! 4,-!2.41(?1B2.4!+;(4->41(.!2@21./4! )1+1B! 5$C!





J-/+14-! 4,-! /4;-.@4,! (8! 4,-! 01()(@1>2)! (;! 2.41(?1B2.4! 2>41314*! (8! 2! 5G5!
>(9+(:.B! ,/#-,+(5E! 14! 1/!+(//10)-!4,24!(.)*!2!/92))!S:2.414*!(8!4,-!/29-! 5GH!
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D*! 0)! E1+F1! *,'*=! &3&1! 0-! G'.*025%'.! -++(! 2+1*'01)! )G&20-02! G+%HG,&1+%02! 888!
2+/G+51()=! 7&1&.'%%H! *,&.&! '.&! +*,&.! 2+/G+51()=! '1(! /52,! /+.&! 88I!
/06*5.&)=! *,'*! '.&! -+51(! 01! '%%! G%'1*! G.+(52*)<! JGG%&)! .&G.&)&1*! '1! 88K!





:QRJ.2,030+! &*! '%<=! >#"#C<! D1! -'2*=! ')! '%.&'(H! (0)25))&(! 01! G.&30+5)! 8I9!
G'.'7.'G,)=! )&3&.'%! -'2*+.)! 2+11&2*&(! F0*,! G.&S! '1(! G+)*S,'.3&)*! 8I$!
G&.0+()!'.&!'4%&!*+!'--&2*!'1(!2,'17&!G+%HG,&1+%)!2+1*&1*<!! 8I8!
;+.&+3&.=! 0*! 0)! L50*&! (0--025%*! *+! 0)+%'*&! '! )017%&! G,&1+%02! 2+/G+51(! 01! 8II!
+.(&.!*+!51(&.)*'1(!0*)!40+'2*030*H<!M,0)!0)!*,&!.&')+1!F,H!)*5(0&)!,'3&! 8IK!




G+%HG,&1+%)<! D1(&&(=! +-*&1! G,&1+%02! 2+/G+51()! '.&! &1*.'GG&(! 01! -++(! 8K>!
2+/G+1&1*)!)52,!')!G.+*&01)=!2'.4+,H(.'*&)=!-'*!'1(!-04&.!:JU5/'!&*!'%<=! 8K9!
>##>?! V&))&.! &*! '%<=! >##$?! @&.&USW0/&1&U! &*! '%<=! >##NC<! X.50*)! '1(! 8K$!
3&7&*'4%&)! '.&! /'01%H! -+./&(! +-! 2'.4+,H(.'*&)=! 4+*,! 01! -.&&! '1(! 8K8!
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C'! ,C/.+C'7! 1,//()E! 0+''23! ()*.! *&'! C2..7! /*+',5! 0+.5! *&'! /5,22! $B8!
()*'/*()'<! J.! *&,*=! 4&')! E23-./(2,*'7=! *&'3! 7(00'+')*23! )''7! *.! C'! $BB!
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*&'! 12,-'! ()!4&(-&! *&'!5,/*(-,*(.)! 1+.-'//! *,Q'/! 12,-'<! %&(/! 0(+/*! /*'1! $98!
-.)/(/*/! ()! 7'-+',/()E! *&'! 1,+*(-2'! /(K'! -.)*'51.+,+(23! ')2,+E()E! *&'! $9B!
/6+0,-'!,+',!,F,(2,C2'!0.+!*&'!,-*(.)!.0!*&'!7(E'/*(F'!')K35'/!:V621!'*!,2<=! $99!
>##G@<! U*! *&(/! 1.()*=! *&'+'! ,+'! *4.! 7(00'+')*! Q()7/! .0! 0,-*.+/! *.! C'! I##!
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,-*24-&! )4-! 2(5('! 64-,-! &),72)7,*5! 8(.%1%2*)%('&! 4*33-'9! :)! %&! )4-! $#;!
2(5('%2!8%2,(15(,*!4-,-!)(!4*<-!)4-!8*%'!,(5-!%'!4=.,(5=>%'0!05=2(&%.-&! $#?!
%')(! *05=2('-&/! .-0,*.*)%'0! )4-8! )(! 34-'(5%2! *2%.&! @A7,*! -)! *59/! B##CD! $#E!
)4*)! *,-! )4-! *2)%<-!8-)*+(5%)-&! @FGA,24%<%(! -)! *59/! B#"#D9! H4-&-! &%835-! $"#!
34-'(5%2! *2%.&! 2*'!+-!.%,-2)5=! *+&(,+-.! %')(! )4-! 2%,275*)(,=! &=&)-8!(,! $""!
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-)!*59/!B##ED9!! $"K!
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)*O%'0! 35*2-! %'! )4-! &8*55! %')-&)%'-! *'./! -&3-2%*55=/! %'! )4-! 5%<-,9! H4-&-! $"C!
&),72)7,*5! 8(.%1%2*)%('&! *,-! *55! (,%-')-.! )(! )4-! ,-&),%2)%('! (1! )4-! $"$!
3()-')%*5!)(I%2!-11-2)&!(1!)4-!2(83(7'.&!*'./!8(,-(<-,/!)(!1*2%5%)*)-!)4-! $";!
-5%8%'*)%('! 3,(2-&&/! %'2,-*&%'0! +()4! &(57+%5%)=! *'.! 8(5-275*,! 6-%04)! $"?!
@FGA,24%<%(! -)! *59/! B#"#D9! P,%'2%3*55=/! )4-! 8-*'%'0! (1! 2('L70*)%('! $"E!
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+5((.! &),-*8/! +=! %'2,-*&%'0! )4-! -I2,-)%('! 3,(2-&&! @FGA,24%<%(! -)! *59/! $B"!
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%')(!0*&-&!*'.!34=&%(5(0%2*55=!*2)%<-!+=3,(.72)&Q!BD!%'&(57+5-!1%+-,!)4*)! $K"!




%&'()*! +,-&.*,! +,/! 0(*/1+('/! 121+/%! 3)0! +,.1! /31()*! 0/4/53+(&)! 677!
8-&5/119! :-&%! 3! 5,/%(53;! 8&()+! &4! '(/<=! 0(/+3-2! 4(>/-! 5&)1(1+1! &4! )&)? 67@!
1+3-5,!8&;21355,3-(0/1!1.5,!31!3-3>()&A2;3)1=!5/;;.;&1/=!3)0!%3)2!&+,/-! 67B!
8;3)+! 5&%8&)/)+1! 1.5,! 31! -/1(1+3)+! 0/A+-()1=! ().;()=! ;(*)()=! <3A/1=! 676!
5,(+()1=!8/5+()1=!>/+3?*;.53)1=!3)0!&;(*&1355,3-(0/19!! 67$!
C,/!()+/-35+(&)!>/+<//)!4(>/-1!3)0!3)+(&A(03)+!5&%8&.)01!(1!-/8&-+/0! 67D!
+&! >/! -/18&)1(>;/! 4&-! 3! 1+-&)*! -/0.5+(&)! ()! %35-&).+-(/)+1! 67E!
>(&3'3(;3>(;(+29!F/)/-3;;2=!1()5/!+,/2!5,3)*/!+,/!)3+.-/!&4!+,/!5&)+/)+1!&4! 6@#!
+,/! *31+-&()+/1+()3;! +-35+=! +,/2! +,/-/4&-/! 5,3)*/! ,&<! ).+-(/)+1! 3)0! 6@"!
5,/%(53;1! 3-/! 3>1&->/09! C,/!%3()! /44/5+! &4! 0(/+3-2! 4(>/-! (1! +&! 8-&;&)*! 6@G!
*31+-(5!/%8+2()*!+(%/=!-/+3-0()*!+,/!3>1&-8+(&)!&4!).+-(/)+1!8-()5(83;;2! 6@7!
>2! 3! 8,21(53;! +-388()*! &4! 3)+(&A(03)+1! <(+,()! +,/! 4(>/-! %3+-(A! ()! +,/! 6@@!
5,2%/!HI3;34&A?J3-;&1!/+!3;9=!G#""K9!:.-+,/-%&-/=!3)&+,/-!<32!()!<,(5,! 6@B!
0(/+3-2! 4(>/-1! %32! -/0.5/! 8,/)&;(51! 3>1&-8+(&)! (1! >2! ()5-/31()*! +,/! 6@6!
'(15&1(+2!&4! +,/! ()+/1+()3;! +-35+=!1;&<()*!0&<)!+,/!/)L2%3+(5!35+('(+2! ()! 6@$!
+,/! 83)5-/31! >2! -/1+-(5+()*! +,/! 0(44.1(&)! &4! +,/! /)L2%/1! +&! +,/(-! 6@D!
1.>1+-3+/19!! 6@E!
C,/! %&0/! &4! 35+(&)! 3)0! ()+/-4/-/)5/! &4! 0(/+3-2! 4(>/-1! <(+,! +,/! 6B#!
>(&3'3(;3>(;(+2!&4!3)+(&A(03)+!5&%8&.)01!%(*,+!>/!1//)!()!3!15,/%3+(53;! 6B"!
<32! ()!<,(5,! +,/!*31+-&()+/1+()3;! +-35+!<&-M1!31!3)!/A+-35+&-9! N)!&+,/-! 6BG!
<&-01! +,/! %/5,3)(53;! 35+(&)! &4! %31+(53+(&)! +,3+! &55.-1! ()! +,/! %&.+,! 6B7!
&8/-3+/1! +,/! >-/3M0&<)! &4! +,/! 4-.(+! 5/;;19! I,/)&;(5! 5&%8&.)01! 6B@!
5&)+3()/0! ()! +,/!'35.&;/1! 3-/! +,/)! -/;/31/0!31!</;;! 31! +,/!&)/1! ;()M/0! 6BB!
</3M;2! +&! +,/!5/;;!<3;;9!O(44/-/)+;2=!8,/)&;(5! 5&%8&.)01! +,3+!3-/!%&-/! 6B6!
1+-&)*;2! ;()M/0! +&! +,/! 5/;;! <3;;! 3-/! /A+-35+/0! 4-&%! +,/! 1&;(0! %3+-(5/1! 6B$!
+,-&.*,! 5,/%(53;! 35+(&)!0.-()*! +,/!0(*/1+('/!8,31/! +,3+! +3M/1!8;35/! ()! 6BD!




%&'()&*+,,-)! ./! &(01! 2##34! 5.(! 6)7! ./! &(01! 2##380! 97:.;.<1! 7=(>! &! ?@&((! AA#!
B7</)7=!7C!,7@B7+=D?!&<.!&E(.!/7!E.!&E?7<E.D!&=D!B&??!/-<7+'-!/-.!'+/! AA"!
:&((! )=/7! /-.! ?@&((! )=/.?/)=.0! F=! C&,/1! /-.! @&G7<! B&</! 7C! B-.=7(?! &=D! AA2!
B7(>B-.=7(?!()=H.D!/7!D)./&<>!C)E.<!<.&,-!/-.!,7(7=1!E.,7@)='!?+E?/<&/.?! AAI!
C7<!/-.!@),<7E)&(!E&,/.<)&!C.<@.=/&/)7=!B<7,.??!JK&=&,-!./!&(01!2##L80!M/! AAN!
/-)?! B7)=/1! :-.<.&?! &! B&</! 7C! /-.! @./&E7()/.?! )?! =7/! &E?7<E&E(.! &=D! AAL!
<.@&)=?! )=! /-.! (+@.=! ,7=/<)E+/)='! /7! @&)=/&)=! /-.! &=/)7O)D&=/! AAA!













(*H?! @##"I! JKC+6'3;(! 1,! (*H?! @##8LH! %1;(931! '.! ,01&6! ;01=&;(*! 788!
;0(6(;,16&3,&;3?! (//*1! .*()'2'&53! /61312,! (! *(6:1! 29=+16! '.! 5'9+*1! 78M!
+'253! (25! 0-56'4-*! :6'9/3! ,0(,! &=/*-! (! 0&:0! ;(/(;&,-! ,'! 5'2(,1! 78$!
1*1;,6'23!FN395(!1,!(*H?!"$$BI!O(6+'621!(25!P&**&(=3?!@###LH!N0&3!01*/3! 7M#!
,'!14/*(&2!,01!3&:2&.&;(2,*-!0&:0!;'2,12,! &2! ,0&3!;*(33!'.!/0-,';01=&;(*3! 7M"!
=(D&2:!(//*13!'21!'.!,01!+13,!3'96;13!'.!(2,&'4&5(2,3!FQR0DS212!1,!(*H?# 7M@!
"$$$I!T9!(25!U''?#@###I!%'-16!(25!T&9?!@##BI!V0&22&;&!1,!(*H?!@##BI!W9&! 7MA!
1,! (*H?! @##$I! N(651**&! 1,! (*H?! 5(,(!2',!/9+*&3015L! (25!0()&2:! ,01!0&:013,! 7MB!
.611!/012'*&;!/'6,&'2!>012!;'=/(615!,'!',016!D&253!'.!.69&,H!N0(,!=1(23! 7ME!
='61!()(&*(+*1!/012'*&;3! ,'!+1!(+3'6+15!5&61;,*-! &2,'! ,01!+*''53,61(=! 7M7!
FX92! 1,! (*H?! @##@LH! V'231Y912,*-?! &,! &3! '+)&'93! ,0(,! (! 5&1,! 6&;0! &2! (//*1! 7M8!
;'9*5!01*/!/61)12,!'4&5(,&)1!3,6133?!,01!=(&2!;(931!'.!31)16(*!;06'2&;!(3! 7MM!
>1**! (3!51:1216(,&)1!5&31(313! F%'-16!(25!T&9?!@##B?!JKC=+6'3;(!1,!(*H?! 7M$!
@##8LH!Z2!'6516!,'!/6')&51!,0131!+121.&,3?!(//*1!5&1,(6-!/012'*&;3!=93,! 7$#!
+1! +&'()(&*(+*1H! N0161.'61! +&'()(&*(+&*&,-! 61/61312,3! (! ;69;&(*! /'&2,! &2! 7$"!
(//*1! /012'*&;3! (339=/,&'2H! ['61')16?! ,',(*! /012'*&;! ;'2,12,! &3! 7$@!







$%! &''()*+! &*! ,)%)-&((.! /%! 0-1/2*! &%3! '(&%2! 2/**1)*+! 0-))! 4-! 54%61,&2)3! 789!
5&-:4;.3-&2)*!-)'-)*)%2!2;)!<&/%!54<'41%3*!=>&%&5;!)2!&(?+!@##AB!&%3! 78C!
)*')5/&((.! D;)%! 54<'()E+! 2;).! 5&%! ;&F)! &! 3/-)52! /%2)-&52/4%! D/2;! 788!
&%2/4E/3&%2*+! /%2)-0)-/%,! D/2;! 2;)! &**/</(&2/4%! '-45)**! 40! 2;)*)! (&22)-! 9##!
54<'41%3*! =G&1(H*! &%3! I412;4%+! @##JK! L&-&3&! &%3! M,1/()-&+! @##9K! 9#"!
L4--/%/! &%3! N/*4+! @##CK! O)(! N/4! )2! &(?+! @##8K! L)-)P! )2! &(?+! @##8B?! Q;)! 9#@!
&%2/4E/3&%2R*4(/3! <&2-/E! /%2)-&52/4%! /*! 01%3&<)%2&(! /%! 1%3)-*2&%3/%,! 9#S!
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Apple tissue 
Aurora Golden Gala, Spartan, Nicola and Golden Delicious  
 
 
Soluble fraction    Insoluble fraction 
 
FCR whole fruit and digestate  DF whole fruit and digestate 
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!On ne voit bien qu’avec le coeur.  
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